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Introduction

The estimation of systematic risk coefficients (i.e., equity betas or simply betas) has several applications in economics and finance. Equity betas are at the centre of finance theory, being embedded in Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). In particular, betas represent the component of risk to holders of an asset or investment related to general market dynamics, as opposed to idiosyncratic factors. They are important to financial practitioners because they measure the risk that cannot be reduced through diversification.²

Betas are also used for purposes other than portfolio theory or asset management. Market models and the estimation of sensitivities of returns to different risk factors are applied, for instance, in risk management, in corporate finance for estimating weighted average cost of capital (WACC), and in counterfactual analysis for assessing damages.

Regardless of the application, it is crucial to estimate reliable betas. The dynamics of financial markets and businesses can lead to structural changes over time in the relationship between the market’s performance and that of individual investments. In this context, the standard assumption of a time-invariant beta may potentially be inadequate, as a constant estimate fails to capture the changes over time in systematic (i.e., non-diversifiable) risk. When this limitation is likely to be material, a technique that is often used to take into account changes in the systematic risk of an asset is a rolling-window Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression.³

This paper reviews a relatively less common method for the dynamic estimation of betas—the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is a recursive process⁴ that refines the model’s estimates over time by taking into account the new information it receives. In certain conditions, it provides a useful check on results obtained using rolling-window OLS.
In the second section of this paper, I provide a brief and intuitive description of the Kalman filter, its functioning, and its properties. In the third section, I compare the Kalman filter and OLS regression beta estimates for synthetic time series data. The results show how, under certain circumstances, the Kalman filter compares to standard OLS techniques in detecting a form of structural break in the beta. In the fourth section, I provide an overview of how the Kalman filter can be used in counterfactual analysis and regulatory contexts. Finally, in the last section, I summarise the results, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the Kalman filter approach for beta prediction.

The Intuition Behind the Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter has been extensively used in fields that involve modelling dynamic elements exposed to measurement error, such as control system engineering. More recently, the filter has been applied in economics and finance.

The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm, i.e., one based on a repeated, updating procedure. It is used to form estimates of an unknown variable—in this case, the beta—that varies over time. The Kalman filter process updates the beta estimates by using the new observed information at each point in time and by measuring a prediction error. Under certain conditions, this technique surmounts certain limitations that OLS techniques have in measuring time-varying betas.

The Kalman filter is based on two building blocks: 1) a measurement equation and 2) a transition equation.

- The measurement equation relates the unknown variable (i.e., beta) to observable variables (i.e., the stock and market returns, $R_s$ and $R_m$, respectively). In this case, the measurement equation is a standard market model.\(^6\)

- The transition equation allows the beta to change over time through an autoregressive process.\(^7\) In other words, the transition equation relates the beta in any period ($t$) to the beta in the previous period ($t-1$). This relationship is captured by the parameter $T$. A second element ($\theta_t$), which is an error term, constitutes the random component of the change in the beta.

For the purposes of this paper, the mathematical representation that forms the measurement and transition equations can be specified as:

**Measurement Equation:**

$$R_{s,t} = \alpha + \beta_t R_{m,t} + \epsilon_t$$

**Transition Equation:**

$$\beta_{t+1} = T \beta_t + \theta_t$$

where $\epsilon_t \sim N(0, h_t)$ and $\theta_t \sim N(0, q_t)$.\(^8\)
More specifically, the Kalman filter algorithm can be summarised as:

- **Step 1:** The filter starts the procedure with the current estimate of the unknown variable ($\hat{\beta}_t$) in the transition equation as well as some initial “guess” values for $T_t$ and the accompanying errors in the transition and measurement equations. Given these initial values, the filter calculates the best ex ante estimate of beta for the following period ($\hat{\beta}_{t+1}$).

- **Step 2:** Given $\hat{\beta}_{t+1}$, the filter estimates the predicted stock return for the following period ($\hat{R}_{s,t+1}$) by plugging $\hat{\beta}_{t+1}$ in the measurement equation and using the known observed value of the market return ($R_{m,t+1}$).

- **Step 3:** Following an observation of the actual stock return ($R_{s,t+1}$), the model calculates the prediction error, which is defined as the difference between the observed and the predicted stock return ($R_{s,t+1} - \hat{R}_{s,t+1}$).

- **Step 4:** Finally, the model adjusts the beta prediction by allowing part of the prediction error to feed through in the adjusted beta ($\hat{\beta}_{t+1, \text{Adj}}$). The adjusted beta is then used in Step 1 as $\hat{\beta}_{t+1}$, and the process starts over again.

The algorithm is then solved recursively via a Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE), which identifies the values of the unknown parameters that minimise the prediction error.

### Application to Synthetic Data

In this section, I discuss a synthetically created example in order to compare the predictive power and stability of three different techniques for dynamic beta estimation:

1. **Entire-period OLS:** an OLS regression where the model’s coefficients are estimated using all available observations in the synthetic data sample up to a specific point in time (e.g., the beta estimate at time 30 is estimated using all observations from 1 to 30, the beta estimate at time 31 is estimated using all observations from 1 to 31, and so on);

2. **Rolling-window OLS:** an OLS regression where the model’s coefficients are estimated using overlapping rolling windows consisting of the same number of observations (e.g., a 30-data points rolling window); and

3. **Kalman filter:** as described in section 2.

I generated a sample pair of 1,000 market ($R_{m,t}$) and asset ($R_{s,t}$) returns with a known relationship, where for the first 500 observations, the true beta was assigned to be equal to 3 and for the subsequent 500 observations, it was assigned to be equal to 6. In summary, the specified model is the following: 

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{s,t} &= \beta R_{m,t} + \varepsilon_t \quad \text{for} \quad t \leq 500, \quad \text{where} \quad \beta = 3 \\
R_{s,t} &= \beta R_{m,t} + \zeta_t \quad \text{for} \quad t > 500, \quad \text{where} \quad \beta = 6
\end{align*}
\]

where $\varepsilon_t$ and $\zeta_t$ were generated as two vectors of normally distributed random numbers.
Thus, I have created a hypothetical market model where I know what the actual beta is and how it changes over time. In fact, I constructed the market model such that there is a single and persistent shift in the beta coefficient (i.e., a jump in level) precisely in the middle of the time period of the synthetic data sample.

After setting up the model, I ran the Kalman filter algorithm, the entire-period OLS regression, and the rolling-window OLS regression using a 30-trading day (i.e., 30 observations) rolling window. At each point in time (i.e., data observation), I recorded the estimated beta coefficient of the market model. Figure 1 shows the resulting betas derived over time, across the three methods.\(^4\)

As depicted in Figure 1, the entire-period OLS estimated beta does not converge to the actual value. The estimated coefficient does react to the change in the systematic risk (i.e., the orange line starts to increase after observation 500)—however, this happens very slowly. Even after 500 additional observations (i.e., at 1,000 observations), the entire-period OLS beta estimate has still not converged to the actual beta of six. This is due to the fact that the entire-period OLS includes all observations that are previous to the change in the beta. In contrast, both the Kalman filter and the rolling-window OLS’s estimates react quickly to the structural change in the beta coefficient. However, the Kalman filter’s estimate adjusts more quickly and appears to also be more stable (i.e., lower level of volatility) than the estimate derived through the rolling-window OLS.\(^5\)
This is confirmed by Figure 2, where I have plotted the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) of the market model’s beta estimated using the Kalman filter and the rolling-window OLS. In this case, the MSE compares over time the estimated beta with the actual known parameter coefficient. A lower MSE value would indicate that the model provides, on average, a more precise prediction of the estimated beta (i.e., with a lower level of dispersion around its real value). As shown by Figure 2, aside from an initial phase in which the Kalman filter is still adjusting its predictions, the MSE estimated through the Kalman filter is lower than the MSE of the beta estimated using a 30-observations rolling-window OLS regression.

In summary, once possible shifts in the systematic risk of an asset are taken into account, the Kalman filter algorithm seems to provide—at least in a controlled environment using one particular form of a shift—more robust estimates for market model coefficients. In fact, the Kalman filter’s beta estimates converge more quickly and with more precision to the actual values, compared to estimates derived using classical OLS regression techniques for the particular shift examined.
Application to Financial Disputes and Regulation

As mentioned in the previous sections, a reliable estimate of betas is critically important to the construction of any market model. Market models are widely used by experts in economics, finance-related disputes, and regulatory finance for various purposes including, but not limited to:

• Event studies for collective actions by investors, estimating the but-for performance of the share or other asset price. For example, an expert might use the Kalman filter for assessing loss causation and materiality of a stock price drop, following the disclosure of a patent infringement;

• Assessing the damages related to loss of profits in a counterfactual analysis. For example, the Kalman filter could be employed for the counterfactual estimation of a fund’s returns assuming that a programming error in the investment algorithm of an asset manager had not occurred;

• Analysis of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of a fund, including: counterfactual assets under management, management and performance fees, and capital inflows;

• Estimation of cost of credit of bidding banks in order to assess potential market manipulation; and

• Estimation of equity betas and related cost of capital of a company for regulatory enquiries.

Conclusions

The Kalman filter can be a valuable supplement to standard econometric techniques (such as rolling-window OLS) for detecting structural changes in systematic risk and estimating equity betas.

An advantage of the Kalman filter is its ability to adjust quickly to new information. More specifically, at least in the one type of shift examined here, the Kalman filter can adjust to the actual beta value more quickly than standard OLS approaches. This advantage is even more pronounced when compared to “long-term” OLS estimates (e.g., one-year or two-year data window). In addition, this responsiveness does not necessarily come at a cost in the form of higher uncertainty or volatility of the estimated beta, as is generally the case with “short-term” OLS estimates (e.g., 30-day data window).

However, the Kalman filter does present some limitations. First, it can be sensitive to initial parametrisation and take some time to converge when the dataset is small. Second, the Kalman filter betas can be more volatile than estimates derived using long-term OLS regressions. Third, the technique is also more computationally complex and takes more processing time than standard regression techniques.

I think that the Kalman filter approach to beta estimation should not be used in isolation. The Kalman filter does, however, provide economic experts a valuable cross-check to OLS beta estimates, especially when the context suggests changes in systematic risk during the relevant period.
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